Intimidator Scan
LED 200
It’s a bright, compact LED scanner with tons of features, like
built-in movement macros and move-in-black features, silent
electronic dimming and strobe features, awesome soundactivated programs and easy access to built-in automated
programs to generate a synchronized show in master/slave
mode. Its high-frequency LED dimming allows for flicker-free
video operation, plus you can power link up to 8 units to save
time running cables and extension cords.
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Highlights
Bright and compact LED scanner packed with features to enhance any show
Increase design flexibility and effects with 7 gobos plus 7 separate, saturated colors
Minimize programming time using built-in movement macros and move-in-black
features
Increase effects with electronic dimming and strobe features
Continuous shows with individual reset of pan/tilt, color and gobos
Achieve flicker-free video operation with high-frequency LED dimming
Save time running cables and extension cords by power linking multiple units (US
version only)
Increase mounting options with the included double-bracket yoke that doubles as a
floor stand
Sound-activated programs dance to the beat of the music
Generate a synchronized show in master/slave mode with easy-to-access, built-in
automated programs
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 5 or 8
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Pan and Tilt: 180°/90°
Colors: 7 + white, split colors, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Gobos: 7 + open, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Light Source: 1 LED (white) 15 W (1 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
Beam Angle: 15°
Illuminance: 1,577 lux @ 2 m
Power Linking: 11 units @ 120 V; 21 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 80 W, 0.7 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
86 W, 0.4 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 7.5 lb (3.4 kg)
Dimensions: 13.2 x 6.6 x 14.5 in (335 x 168 x 368 mm)
Approvals: CE, MET

What's Included
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